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Trail #104

Who: Creamy, Sweetums, Shanghiney
When: Thursday 6/9/16 @ 6:30 pm
Where: Mitchell's Bar - 304 Ross St, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15219
Arts fest, penguins home game, downtown
traffic, oh my! Yes tomorow night downtown is
going to explode, but what better way to enjoy
the chaos than by contributing to it by hashing
right through the chaos. Sweetums, Shanghiney,
and Mushroom will be haring a friendly and fun
trail that will be over in time to watch the end of
the game. Come join in the pandemonium!

6/23/16

TRAIL STATS:
RUN #: 104
MILES: 2.4

DATE: June 9, 2016
ATTENDANCE: 43 (26 M / 17 F)

START: Mitchell’s - Downtown
TEMPERATURE: 70 degrees F
HARES: Cream of Mushroom, Sweetums, Shanghiney
Commemoratives:
Tags (10 trails, 1 hare): Labeas Corpus Assquire, Drunk Dynasty
Visitors: Cosmo (Tacoma), Dancing Fool (Philly)
Naming: Just Michelle is now Somewhere Up My Vagina

Traffic and parking are likely to be a nightmare,
so arriving downtown by bike or bus or T is
preferred. If you do insist on driving the
attendant for the lot behind Mitchell’s told me
there might be *some* parking spaces available.
Trail is dog friendly but Mitchell’s is not.
On lord Stanley on

pitts.hhh@gmail.com
To sign up for a trail, submit write-ups for the
newsletter, etc. please send us an email.

www.pitth3.com
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Trail #104 Review by IHOP
Holy shit! Pens playoff game! [F]arts in the Park! Downtown parking will be virtually nonexistent. The sidewalks will
be packed. Dogs and cats living together!! Mass hysteria!!!!
What better time than this to run a god damn hash through?!
Our misadventure began at Mitchell's Restaurant & Bar. A charming little place with a decent food and beer list that
was certainly adequate for a pre-lube...that is, if we ever got the chance to try anything. I felt my joints ache and
beard grow long as we anxiously awaited the bartender(s) to make eye contact and serve those who were patiently
standing by the bar waving "dolla dolla bills y'all". Much to my dismay, the moment the vacant beer maiden behind
the bar finally locked eyes and I tried to request in my outdoor voice what I required, she simply turned 90 degrees
and helped the popped-collar bro-bro in the white sunglasses that just walked up! (Disclaimer: we eventually got
some service)
Chalk talk was led by ManGurglar in the doorway just next to Mitchell's. With the hares blessed and given a
very...very...very long lead time, the pack was eventually released upon the masses. On we went through the city.
Around people! Dodging cars! The danger and thrill was palpable!!! We saw pens fans, sharks fans, muggles, thugs,
police officers, bums, aristocrats, and puppies! After a series of well laid and abundant chalk marks, and a song check
nearly in the middle of an intersection, we finally made it to the point. We were greeted by several other hashers
who were babysitting a cooler being beer stop #1. Additionally the greens were being patrolled by the fuzz so
discretion was in full swing to avoid trouble.
After a quiet respite at Point State Park and jammin' to whatever the hell was playing on stage, we were off! It wasn't
long after departing PSP though, that we rounded a corner and what did we spy behind a building column? Why it
was two of our noble hares! Shameless Cussy claimed the necklaces of both hares on set them free on the city.
Sweetums channeled his best Kermit the Frog impression and attempted to evade capture with arms and legs flailing.
Ol' Cream of Mushroom seemed displeased with being found. Rather than making his great escape Sweetums style,
the salty Mushroom just told us to make our way to Market Square rather than follow trail. ON ON! What was going
on there behind that column? What were our two hares up to? Where in the hell was Shanghiney?
Not surprisingly, Market Square was a rave and no one could find the beer, including our fearless hare Sweetums!
Like good little harriers, we sniffed out the beer and settled in for the Pens game with hundreds of our closest Pens
fan friends (although not the kind of friends that share beer). After spending roughly 18 hours at this stop, we were
off again! The remainder of trail including a song stop that few cared about and confusing marks that lead harriers
wondering aimlessly. The course was so brutal, I came upon Spermit limping the last few blocks into circle.
Apparently the trail led him straight off a curb and into a concrete wall! Ever the good hasher, he followed the marks
to the T.
Circle started in a parking lot conveniently located behind the Public Defender's office and Port Authority office. We
accused, we sang, we moved out of the way of cars trying to flee our parking lot party. On such a majestic night, we
felt we had to name Just Michelle. She regaled us with her beautiful tale of tampon excavation and the names
practically wrote themselves. Toxic Shocker? No for this hasher. She was christened Somewhere Up My Vagina
(sung to the tune of Somewhere Over the Rainbow)!!!!
Shit Trail,
International House of Poo
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Hashers on Trail #104
Beets the Shit Outta Me
Bitch N Heat
Bubba Drunk
Cock Smitten
Cosmo
Cream of Mushroom
C-scaper
Dancing Fool
Defender of Peedom
Dirty Gerbil
Drunk Dynasty
E=MC Hammered
Fantastic Foreskin
Folker
Gaggle Cock
Glitter Spitter
Heart On
ICP
IHOP
Just Michelle C
Labeas Corpus Assquire
Lips of Steel

Mac n Sleaze
Major Pecker
ManGurglar
Muff Warmer
No Code
Ogre
Porn Again Christian
Potty Guard
Pounded in the Can
Purple Princess
Scrum Guzzler
Shameless Cussy
Shanghiney
Shitty Titty Gang Bang
Spermit
Spinning Midget
Sweetums
T-Boner
The Black Clap
Tight Embouchure
Wroughten

Upcumming Trails:
Thurs 6/23 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #105 – Garage Door Saloon
Sat 6/25 @ 2 pm: PITT #106/AGM #3 – K9-69’s House
Sun 6/26 @ 2pm: PGH #1730 – Carnivore’s
Thurs 6/30 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #107/Furry Hash #5– Ten Penny
Sun 7/4 @ 2pm: PGH #1731 - TBA
Thurs 7/7 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #108 - TBA

PITT H3 Third AGM this Saturday!!
When: Saturday 6/25 @ 2pm
Where: K9-69's house - 3405 Gass Ave, Pittsburgh 15212
Who: Tight E, K9-69, ManGurglar
What: Come celebrate another year of hashing with the Pittsburgh Inebriated Thirsty Thursday Hash House
Harriers. The AGM is held on a Saturday to facilitate the type of partying that just isn't practical on a
Thursday night.
What to Expect: Trail, beer, habby giveaway, circle, changing of mismanagement, introduction of a new
hash shit, food, beer, drinking games!!
What to bring: Shiggy socks or pants are recommended for trail as there is some PI and stinging nettles on
trail. Bring a camp chair, a drinking vessel, and a change of clothes for the après.
Carpooling/ubering is encouraged but parking is available along Gass and McClure Aves
Crash space is available at K9's house if needed, don’t risk a DUI!
K9 has cats so bring your allergy meds if you're allergic
NO SHOES IN THE HOUSE!!
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